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1.2 The concept of 
ecosystem services
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SECTION ECOSYSTEM FUNCTION ECOSYSTEM SERVICE PAPER
Provisioning The portion of gross primary pro-
duction extractable as food
Crop production I
Provisioning The portion of gross primary 
production extractable as raw 
materials
Timber and energy-wood 
production
II-IV
Regulating Regulation of global temperature 
and precipitation
Greenhouse gas / climate 
regulation
I-IV
Supporting Provisioning of habitat, biodiver-
sity
Habitat for dead wood de-
pendent populations
IV
Supporting Storage, internal cycling, process-
ing, and acquisition of nutrients
Nutrient cycling, primary 
production
II
Table 1. The studied ecosystem functions and services related to C cycle according to the typology by Costanza 
et al. (1997) in Papers I-IV.
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1.3 Contributions of carbon 
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Litter and soil C 
Harvest residues (II-IV)




Timber and energy-wood (II-IV)
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ID determining the 
site type, tree
species and stand




A look-up table of ES
Join by ID
Simulated estimates
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Figure 3. The mapping framework of ecosystem 
services applied in Papers III and IV.
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2.4 Model evaluation 
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Drivers of soil organic 
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management on carbon sinks 
under climate change (II)
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3.3 Mapping the carbon budget of 
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3.4 Multi-scale impacts 
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(Frank et al. 2015).
3.5 Methodological issues
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4 Conclusions and 
future perspectives
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